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GAME NOTES for March 17, 2024:
EMPIRE STRYKERS vs. SAN DIEGO SOCKERS

Major Arena Soccer League (MASL) Regular Season*

* Prepared before the quartet of MASL games to be played/kick off prior to Empire vs. San Diego on Sunday.

Match Facts
Date: Sunday, March 17, 2024 - Kickoff time: 4:05 pm PT - Venue: Toyota Arena (San Diego, Calif.)

Broadcast information
The game will stream live and exclusively on CBS Sports Golazo Network, which may be accessed for free on
www.CBSSports.com, Paramount+, or connected TVs and mobile devices via the CBS Sports app or Pluto TV. A
complete channel guide for upcoming MASL broadcasts is at www.maslsoccer.com/broadcast-channel-guide.

Team records
Empire: 3-16-1 (wins-losses-overtime/shootout losses; 5th in Western Conference; Points: 9)
San Diego: 16-4-0 (wins-losses-overtime/shootout losses; 4th in Eastern Conference; Points: 46)

Points Leaders
Empire: Marco Fabián (38), Alan Perez (17)
San Diego: Tavoy Morgan (41), Brandon Escoto (37)

Leading Goalscorers
Empire: Marco Fabián (26 goals), Gerardo Jurado, Alan Perez (8 goals each)
San Diego: Brandon Escoto (24 goals), Tavoy Morgan (21 goals)

Assists Leaders
Empire: Marco Fabián (12), Momo Gueye (10)
San Diego: Tavoy Morgan (20), Charlie Gonzalez (15)

Points-Per-Game Average Leaders
Empire: Marco Fabián (2.2 in 17 games), Alan Perez (0.9 in 19 games)
San Diego: Tavoy Morgan (2.3 in 18 games), Leonardo DeOliveira (2.0 in 10 games), Brandon Escoto (1.9 in 19
games), Charlie Gonzalez (1.9 in 16 games), Gabriel Costa (1.9 in 11 games)

Blocks Leaders
Empire: Israel Sesay (20), Momo Gueye (17)
San Diego: Guerrero Pino (31), Mitchell Cardenas (25)

Series History
The Strykers hold an all-time record of 9-41 against San Diego, which includes a 2-8 record in shootout/overtime
decisions and a 2-3 record in postseason matches. Not included in the record is a 15-minute mini game that was used
to determine who would advance from the 2016-17 MASL Pacific Division final after each team had won once. The
Sockers prevailed in the mini game by a score of 1-0. The two sides’ first ever meeting dates back to the 2013-14
campaign in the Professional Arena Soccer League (PASL). Having gone 1-5 against San Diego last season, Empire is
0-4 against its long-time rival in 2023-24. The two most recent encounters resulted in a 4-8 loss on March 1 and a
3-10 loss on March 10, both Strykers defeats coming away from home.
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The Stakes
With the Strykers officially eliminated from postseason contention, the focus remains on preparing Head Coach Paul
Wright’s young squad for a successful 2024-25 campaign. Against the Sockers, Empire will look to snap its streak of
eight straight losses, half of which have come by two goals or less. Most recently, the Southern Californians fell 4-6
to the visiting Savage and 3-10 at San Diego. With the Strykers sitting in fifth place in the Western Conference,
getting a victory in Sunday’s meeting would go a long way toward keeping bottom-dwelling Dallas at bay, as the
Sidekicks trail a mere two points behind, with four games left on the regular season.

Once again headed to the playoffs, the Sockers hold a comfortable conference lead. Head Coach Phil Salvagio’s
men recently got some relief via their 10-3 home win over the Strykers, with injuries having taken a toll of late. Prior
to downing Empire, the Sockers fell 4-5 to visiting Chihuahua, which is left with nothing more than a theoretical
chance of stealing first place following its back-to-back losses at Tacoma on Friday and Saturday. The Savage now
trails San Diego by seven points and has one fewer game left down the stretch.

Players to Watch
Empire: Marco Fabián, Israel Sesay, Claude Bilal Dielna, Alan Perez, Gerardo Jurado, Momo Gueye, Kai Garza
San Diego: Tavoy Morgan, Charlie Gonzalez, Guerrero Pino, Mitchell Cardenas, Brandon Escoto

Strykers Availability Report
Injured/Unavailable: Lucas Roque (personal reasons), Walter Díaz (hip flexor), Anthony Arico (personal reasons),
Andy Nuñez (quad contusion)
Doubtful: Randy Martinez (knee contusion), Garrett Blume (groin tear)
Questionable: None
Probable: None
Suspensions: None

Match Preview
(from March 14, 2024)*
* Stas have since changed.

Empire, 16-Year-Old Garza Host San Diego Sunday
Attacking prospect: “Want to show what we’re capable of, get win for our fans”

Ontario, Calif. — As the Empire Strykers’ early preparations for the 2024-25 Major Arena Soccer League (MASL)
season roll on during the final stretch of the club’s current campaign, the Southern Californians have been garnering
widespread attention for the rise of a teen phenom among their ranks. With 3-16-1 (wins-losses-overtime/shootout
losses) Empire eliminated from playoff contention, 16-year-old Kai Garza’s play in his recent professional debut
provides added reason for optimism among a fan base whose patience has been tested by the trials and tribulations
of a young squad built for long-term success.

Coming off last week’s away defeat at San Diego, Garza and company are set to face the Sockers at home this
coming Sunday, March 17, at 4:05 p.m. PT. Tickets to the rivalry clash at Ontario’s Toyota Arena are available at
www.tixr.com/groups/theempirestrykers. All the action will stream live and exclusively on CBS Sports Golazo
Network, which may be accessed for free on CBSSports.com, Paramount+, or connected TVs and mobile devices via
the CBS Sports app or Pluto TV. A complete channel guide for upcoming MASL games is at
www.maslsoccer.com/broadcast-channel-guide.

In their March 10 meeting with the Sockers, the Strykers fell 3-10 courtesy of a subpar second quarter as well
as standout shifts from opposition players Tavoy Morgan, Charlie Gonzalez, Cesar Cerda, and Boris Pardo. While
Morgan and Gonzalez each bagged four points, defender Cerda finished the match with three, and ‘keeper Pardo
boasted 16 saves and a .862 save percentage.

Although Strykers star Marco Fabián saw his impressive goalscoring streak snapped at 16 games, the Mexican
was among those lucky enough to witness history in person, as a teammate less than half his age bagged a helper in
his maiden MASL game. Having been announced as the Strykers’ latest signing shortly before kickoff, forward Garza
one-touched the ball into space for Quenton Swift, who blasted it across the goal from the right and into the side
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netting. Kai Garza is believed to be the youngest player to ever take the field or earn a point since the league’s
inception in 2014.

“To me, the scoreline didn’t tell the whole story,” said the attacking prospect. “We had many good moments and
a lot of shots on goal. You could tell that we can be better as a team if we work on some things. When I first went in,
it was difficult because San Diego is very good. I’d say it took me that shift to adapt. After that, I started to feel much
better. When I saw Q’s shot go in the net, I was so excited. It felt amazing to get the assist on such a great goal.
Throughout the game, I just tried to give it my all and show what I have to offer. I’m happy that I did okay and didn’t
shy away from anything.”

A protégé of Paul Wright’s well before Wright took over as Empire’s head coach last fall, Garza began training
with the Strykers during preseason, not putting much weight on Wright telling him that depending on how he fit in
with the grown-ups, he might at some point be able to get his feet wet. Then, about two weeks before his debut,
fellow San Diegan Wright gave the Japanese-American a heads up that his chance would come in the event of the
Strykers being eliminated from postseason contention.

“I was always rooting for my teammates, but when we were officially out of it, I realized I might actually play,”
recalled Garza. “That’s when I started to feel very nervous. As I kept training, I became more calm. The other guys
were very supportive. Even before the game, in the locker room and during warm-ups, they kept checking on me and
making sure I felt good. I remember Izzy (Sesay) told me about his experience of first playing for the LA Galaxy. All
that made it a lot easier for me to overcome my nerves.”

Having recently loaned two of its most productive players to Tacoma in Justin Stinson and Stefan Mijatovic,
Empire has seen several up-and-comers besides Garza play expanded roles. Pior to its loss to the Sockers, the club
fell 4-6 to the visiting Chihuahua Savage.

Among the remaining Strykers, Israel “Izzy” Sesay has the most blocked opposition shots (20), ahead of fellow
defender Momo Gueye (17). Meanwhile, Fabián is his side’s attacking engine. The two-time FIFA World Cup veteran
is tied for second league-wide in goals (26) and power play goals (5) as well as tied for sixth in points (38) and
points-per-game average (2.2 in 17 games). Alan Perez is runner-up on Empire in points (17) and points-per-game
average (0.9 in 19 games), in addition to jointly ranking second in goals with Gerardo Jurado (8 each). Gueye has the
second-most assists on the team (10).

Even before the recent clash with the Sockers, Empire prospect Garza was no stranger to Phil Salvagio’s men.
The son of a Japanse mother and an American serviceman father, Garza calls both Fukuoka, Japan and San Diego
home. Having lived near the Sockers’ home venue, Pechanga Arena, the teenager has attended a number of games.
Additionally, he played in the Strykers’ futsal showcase against Head Coach Phil Salvagio’s men as part of the United
Soccer Coaches Convention ‘24 in Anaheim this past January.

“That game gave me an even better idea of how good they are on the ball,” said Garza. “Coach Paul then told me
before the game at San Diego to play like it was training. Instead of thinking it was my first pro appearance, or that
people were there to see me, I tried to focus on doing what I always do. It really helped. Having now analyzed the
game, we all know what we need to work on. Our finishing has to be better. When the shots are pretty even but we
get outscored like that, I see an issue. But we mainly lacked in our transition from attack to defense. If we can defend
well for an entire game, we can beat teams like San Diego.”

While Empire has dropped eight straight, half of the defeats came by two goals or less. With the Southern
Californians sitting in fifth in the West, getting a win on Sunday would go a long way toward keeping last-place Dallas
at bay. A mere two points behind, the Sidekicks have a game in hand on the Strykers.

In the Sockers, Empire faces a traditional MASL giant. After winning the 2021-22 title, Empire’s long time rivals
played a dominant 2022-23 regular season, entering the playoffs atop the West with a 22-2-0 record. They would go
on to lose a dramatic knockout series to eventual champion Chihuahua Savage.

Once again headed to the playoffs this time around, 16-4-0 San Diego holds a comfortable conference lead. The
club recently got some relief via its big win over the Strykers, with injuries having taken a toll of late. Prior to downing
Empire, the Sockers fell 4-5 to visiting Chihuahua, which maintains an outside chance of stealing first place. The
Savage trails San Diego by eight points, holding a game in hand. Empire has lost its previous four meetings with its
California rival this season, two of them at home and two on the road.

The Sockers attack is jointly led by Tavoy Morgan and Brandon Escoto. Morgan is third in the league in assists
(20), fifth in points-per-game average (2.3 in 18 games), and tied for second in points (41), with Escoto sitting tied
for fourth in goals (24) and tied for ninth in points (37). The duo’s teammate and ex-Empire ace Charlie Gonzalez is
tied for ninth in assists (15) and tied for eighth in power play goals (3). San Diego legend Kraig Chiles (4) ranks tied
for fifth in the latter category. While currently injured, another former Strykers man, Leanardo DeOliveira, is tied for
tenth in points-per-game average (2.0 in 10 games).
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Morgan sits second on the team in goals (21), and a trio of attackers share third in points-per-game average,
among them one more with an Empire background and nursing an injury in Gabriel Costa (1.9 in 11 games). The
other two are Escoto (1.9 in 19 games) and Gonzalez (1.9 in 16 games). Cesar Cerda is tied for the MASL lead in
short-handed goals (2), with fellow veteran defender Guerrero Pino tops among all Sockers players in blocked
opposition shots (31) and Mitchell Cardenas (25) in the runner-up position.

“The main thing about San Diego is their experience,” said the Strykers’ Garza. “They have mostly veterans who
have been around for a very long time. A lot of us are in our first season in the league. That makes a huge difference.
But I honestly think that after the rebuild last offseason, we will have an amazing team in the next few years. On
Sunday, we want to show what we’re capable of and get a win for our fans.”

In concluding his remarks, the forward provided more evidence of his maturity and character, insisting on
recognizing those who have have played key roles in his journey to logging MASL minutes at 16 years old.

“I’d like to send a huge thanks to Coach Paul,” said Garza. “Without him, I wouldn’t be where I am. He has helped
me improve in every aspect of the game and has changed how I view it. Also, thank you to my parents, who have
been there from the start and have always supported me. Finally, a huge thanks to the team. They’ve treated me like
family since day one, despite me being young and making a lot of mistakes at first. Instead of getting mad, they tried
to teach me. Because of that, I now love indoor soccer.”

Previous Match
(from March 10, 2024)

Empire Falls 3-10 Away to San Diego
Several Sockers shine in comfortable victory

San Diego, Calif. — With nothing but pride on the line in their rivalry game against the San Diego Sockers, the
Empire Strykers fell 3-10 away to the two-time Major Arena Soccer League (MASL) champions on Sunday evening.
The defeat sees the young Strykers squad, which entered the match eliminated from playoff contention, drop to
3-16-1 (wins-losses-overtime/shootout losses) on the season. San Diego’s comfortable win was powered in part by
a dominant second quarter, four-game performances from attackers Tavoy Morgan and Charlie Gonzalez, and a
three-point performance from defender Cesar Cerda.

The strong play of Sockers ‘keeper Boris Pardo was a key factor in his side only giving up three netters, the
veteran boasting 16 saves and a .862 save percentage. While Empire’s Marco Fabián had his impressive goalscoring
streak snapped at 16 games, the Mexican’s teammate Kai Garza earned an assist in his first ever professional indoor
game at just 16 years old, having been announced as the Strykers’ latest signing shortly before kickoff.

After a fairly uneventful beginning to the match, San Diego should have grabbed the lead when Felipe Gonzalez
sent a low centering ball to Morgan from the right. With ‘keeper Brian Orozco out of position, Morgan stared at a
wide-open goal, only to inexplicably miss wide left from the doorstep. The home side was very nearly punished for the
squandered chance, Empire’s Riley Urie rattling the right post with a shot from the right.

The Sockers had the final close look of the scoreless opening quarter. Kraig Chiles received the ball with his back
to the goal and smartly laid it into the path of Flavio Guzman with a single touch, midfielder Guzman being denied one
on one by Orozco, who did an excellent job of rushing off his line and cutting down the angle.

Inside the second period, the Strykers had a golden chance to jump out on top. Positioned outside the area on
the left, Gerardo Jurado played a beautiful through pass to a streaking Adam James on the right. The defender did well
to get to the ball ahead of opposition netminder Pardo, only to tap it narrowly wide left. The floodgates opened
moments later, as San Diego’s Juan Salazer collected in the right corner and set up Cerda, who fired a fierce first-time
attempt off the inside of the near post and into the net. The Sockers doubled their advantage shortly thereafter,
Salazar rifling a long-range effort under the bar on a breakaway.

The remainder of the quarter saw the home side add three more tallies. After Felipe Gonzalez expertly smashed
the ball off the wall on the left to set up Guzman, Morgan scored from Juan Gonzalez and Cerda converted a Juan
Gonzalez assist to make it 5-0.

The game’s next netter came after halftime, San Diego adding its sixth courtesy of a gorgeous interplay on a
breakaway, Cerda picking out former Empire ace Charlie Gonzalez. The visitors could have pulled one back when
Jurado replicated his earlier pass from the left to the right side of the box, this time finding Momo Gueye. The defender
was denied by a point-blank parry from Pardo, who had displayed textbook footwork to shuffle across. However, the
Strykers continued to push forward and were rewarded with two tallies before the end of the quarter.
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After James scored on a Harold Hanson helper, teenager Garza recorded his first ever assist by one-touching the
ball into space for Quenton Swift, who blasted it back across the goal from the right and into the side netting. While
Brandon Escoto was subsequently unlucky to see his drive from the left bounce off the inside of the right post, the
30-year-old turned provider on Kraig Chiles’ strike that made it 7-2 in the fourth period.

Empire’s Anthony Wright scored one of the goals of the week, receiving the ball from Gueye on the left and
unleashing a left-footed bullet from near the red line that caught Pardo by surprise and found the upper right-hand
corner. The Sockers’ Charlie Gonzalez then set up Morgan before calling his own number and making it 9-3.
Ex-Strykers ace Gonzalez later completed his hat-trick by converting a Morgan helper.

The match ended with some quality goalkeeping on both sides of the turf. First, San Diego backup Xavier
Snaer-Williams produced a stunning save by slapping the ball off the left upright, Alan Perez being denied a headed
tally from the doorstep. Then, a wide-open Juan Gonzalez forced a point-blank parry from Empire substitute Brandon
Gomez at the other end.

Having lost their eighth straight, the Empire Strykers will look for their first win of the season against the Sockers
in their Sunday, March 17, home game.

Club News
(from March 10, 2024)

Strykers Sign Attacking Prospect Kai Garza
17-year-old could make MASL debut at San Diego today

Ontario, Calif. — The Empire Strykers today announced that they have signed attacking prospect Kai Garza to an
amateur contract. Based in San Diego, Garza was a protégé of Paul Wright’s prior to Wright taking over as Empire’s
head coach last fall. The 17-year-old has been training with the Strykers for several months, his hard work and
commitment culminating in a selection to the club’s traveling roster for tonight’s rivalry clash against the Sockers.

Kai Garza and company take on host San Diego on Sunday, March 10, at 5:05 p.m. PT. Tickets to Empire’s March
17 home game against the Sockers are available at www.tixr.com/groups/theempirestrykers.

“I can’t think of anyone who would be more deserving of this opportunity,” remarked Paul Wright, who is a local
legend of the game in San Diego and a certified personal trainer. “Having worked with Kai extensively, I can genuinely
say that he doesn’t only possess a wealth of talent but is mature beyond his years and exceptionally dedicated to
taking the next step in his career. I’m optimistic that making the game day squad is just the beginning for Kai.”

The son of a Japanese mother and an American serviceman father, Garza has dual citizenship and has grown up
between San Diego and Fukuoka, Japan, listing both as his hometowns. Having lived in Southern California for the
past few years, the teenager has spent time honing his skills as a member of City SC Carlsbad as well as elite youth
academies Nomads SC and San Diego Loyal Select. The latter served as the development arm of former USL
Championship outfit San Diego Loyal, which in 2023 ceased operations due to the 2025 arrival of MLS expansion
franchise San Diego FC.

“It feels amazing to be a part of the roster for Sunday,” said Garza. “I am a little nervous, but I’d say it’s mostly
excitement. I can’t wait to be on the field so I can prove to the coaches, the players, and everyone else watching what
I can offer to the team.”

(from March 13, 2024)
Strykers vs. Sockers to Air on CBS Sports Golazo Network Sunday

Broadcast to showcase MASL to platform’s vast audience for free

Ontario, Calif. — The Major Arena Soccer League (MASL) and one of its founding members, the Empire Strykers,
today announced that this coming Sunday’s Strykers home game against the San Diego Sockers will stream live and
exclusively on CBS Sports Golazo Network. The move is designed to expose the Golazo Network’s vast audience of
soccer fans across the United States to the thrill and skill of the highest level of professional indoor soccer found
anywhere around the globe.

The Strykers’ rivalry clash with the Sockers kicks off at 4:05 p.m. PT on Sunday, March 17, with tickets available
at www.tixr.com/groups/theempirestrykers. Anyone unable to make it to Toyota Arena in Ontario is invited to watch
for free on CBSSports.com, on Paramount+, or on connected TVs and mobile devices via the CBS Sports app or Pluto
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TV. The Golazo Network brings viewers action from across the world, including UEFA club competitions and top
leagues in Europe, South America, and Asia.

“Sunday’s game on CBS Sports Golazo Network represents a major milestone for our league, as it represents the
first time the MASL will be on this highly respected, nationally streamed network,” said Commissioner Keith Tozer.
“This gives our league the opportunity to showcase the best indoor soccer players in the world and continue to grow
the MASL audience.”

The matchup between visiting San Diego and host Empire features the 2021 and 2022 title-winning Sockers
against a Strykers squad led by former Mexican international, two-time FIFA World Cup veteran, and Olympic Gold
medalist Marco Fabián. Among Fabián’s teammates are fellow ex-El Tri ace Miguel Ponce, French Ligue 1 and MLS
alum Claude Bilal Dielna, and teen phenom Kai Garza. At 16 years old, Garza is believed to be the youngest player to
take the field or record a point in MASL history, having earned an assist in last week’s match at San Diego.

The high-profile meeting in Ontario will be called by Christian “Filly” Filimon as the game’s play-by-play voice and
Jonathan Reimer as color analyst.

“I am honored, excited, and humbled to be a part of the MASL broadcast on CBS Sports Golazo Network,” said
Filimon. “Most people begin their mornings with the news. I always begin mine with the show Morning Footy and its
hosts Susannah Collins, Nico Cantor, Charlie Davies, and Alexis Guerreros. To share the same space as some of the
individuals on my most streamed app is a joy I can’t begin to describe. This is one of the biggest moments of my
broadcasting career, and I am beyond grateful for it.”
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MASL Standings
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Complete Numerical Empire Strykers Roster

Name Position Number Date of birth Height Citizenship

Brandon Gomez Goalkeeper 0 February 13, 1996 5’10” U.S.
Brian Orozco Goalkeeper 1 October 15, 2001 5’10” U.S. &

Guatemala
Quenton Swift Midfielder 2 September 27, 1995 5’9” U.S.
Riley Urie Midfielder 5 April 5, 2000 5’10” U.S. &

Canada
Howard Miller Jr. Midfielder 7 February 14, 1997 5’11” U.S.
Lucas Roque Forward 8 March 5, 1988 5’9” U.S. & Brazil
Moustapha “Momo” Gueye Forward-Defender 9 July 17, 1996 6’2” U.S. &

Senegal
Abdul Mansaray Forward 11 November 20, 1996 6’0” U.S. & United

Kingdom
Garrett Blume Midfielder 12 October 18, 1996 6’2” U.S. & Brazil
Adam James Defender 13 March 7, 1996 5’10” U.S.
Ebiel Gamino Forward-Defender 14 February 13, 2001 6’0” U.S.
Miguel Ponce Defender 16 April 12, 1989 5’9” Mexico & U.S.
Walter Díaz*
* Jersey number switched with Kai Garza for
this game only (normally 18)

Forward-Defender 17 March 18, 1996 6’2” Cuba

Kai Garza*
* Jersey number switched with Walter Díaz for
this game only (normally 17)

Forward 18 March 30, 2007 6’0” U.S. & Japan

Randy Martinez Midfielder 19 December 1, 1996 5’8” U.S.
Alan Perez Midfielder 20 March 31, 1999 5’11” U.S.
Marco Fabián Midfielder 33 July 21, 1989 5’7” Mexico
Anthony Wright Defender 21 November 10, 1997 5’11” U.S. & United

Kingdom
Anthony Arico Defender-Midfielder 22 October 12, 1989 5’10” U.S.
Israel Sesay Defender 23 September 4, 1990 5’9” U.S.
D’Morea “Mo” Alewine Defender 25 February 18, 1997 5’8” U.S.
Gerardo Jurado Midfielder 27 January 10, 1997 5’7” Mexico
Andy Nuñez Defender 28 November 28, 1995 6’0” U.S.
Claude Bilal Dielna Defender 44 December 14, 1987 6’1” France
Harold Hanson Forward 45 July 16, 1999 5’9” U.S. & Ghana
Bryce Watson Defender-Midfielder 77 February 2, 1998 5’7” U.S.

Technical Staff
Paul Wright Head Coach
Jesus “Chuy” Molina Assistant and Goalkeeper Coach
Clay Robers Consultant
Daissy Zapiain Trainer
Kyleigh Littler Trainer
Myo Set Equipment Manager
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Complete Alphabetical Empire Strykers Roster

Name Position Number Date of birth Height Citizenship

D’Morea “Mo” Alewine Defender 25 February 18, 1997 5’8” U.S.
Anthony Arico Defender-Midfielder 22 October 12, 1989 5’10” U.S.
Garrett Blume Midfielder 12 October 18, 1996 6’2” U.S. & Brazil
Walter Díaz*
* Jersey number switched with Kai Garza for
this game only (normally 18)

Forward-Defender 17 March 18, 1996 6’2” Cuba

Claude Bilal Dielna Defender 44 December 14, 1987 6’1” France
Marco Fabián Midfielder 33 July 21, 1989 5’7” Mexico
Ebiel Gamino Forward-Defender 14 February 13, 2001 6’0” U.S.
Kai Garza*
* Jersey number switched with Walter Díaz for
this game only (normally 17)

Forward 18 March 30, 2007 6’0” U.S. & Japan

Brandon Gomez Goalkeeper 0 February 13, 1996 5’10” U.S.
Moustapha “Momo” Gueye Forward -Defender 9 July 17, 1996 6’2” U.S. &

Senegal
Harold Hanson Forward 45 July 16, 1999 5’9” U.S. & Ghana
Adam James Defender 13 March 7, 1996 5’10” U.S.
Gerardo Jurado Midfielder 27 January 10, 1997 5’7” Mexico
Abdul Mansaray Forward 11 November 20, 1996 6’0” U.S. & United

Kingdom
Randy Martinez Midfielder 19 December 1, 1996 5’8” U.S.
Howard Miller Jr. Midfielder 7 February 14, 1997 5’11” U.S.
Andy Nuñez Defender 28 November 28, 1995 6’0” U.S.
Brian Orozco Goalkeeper 1 October 15, 2001 5’10” U.S. &

Guatemala
Alan Perez Midfielder 20 March 31, 1999 5’11” U.S.
Miguel Ponce Defender 16 April 12, 1989 5’9” Mexico & U.S.
Lucas Roque Forward 8 March 5, 1988 5’9” U.S. & Brazil
Israel Sesay Defender 23 September 4, 1990 5’9” U.S.
Quenton Swift Midfielder 2 September 27, 1995 5’9” U.S.
Riley Urie Midfielder 5 April 5, 2000 5’10” U.S. & Canada
Bryce Watson Defender-Midfielder 77 February 2, 1998 5’7” U.S.
Anthony Wright Defender 21 November 10, 1997 5’11” U.S. & United

Kingdom
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Team Stats

Field player abbreviations
Pos = Position; GP = Games Played; G= Goals; A = Assists; Pts = Points; PPGA = Points-per-Game Average; PIM = Penalty Minutes; GWG = Game-Winning Goals;
S% = Scoring %; ShBl = Shots Blocked; PPG = Power Play Goals; SHG = Short-Handed Goals; Sh = Shots; F = Fouls; Blk = Blocked Opposition Shots; BC = Blue
Cards; YC = Yellow Cards; RC = Red Cards

Goalkeeper abbreviations
GP = Games Played; GS = Games Started; W =Wins; L = Losses; OTL = Overtime Losses; SA = Shots Against; GA = Goals Against; GAA = Goals-Against Average;
Sv = Saves; Sv% = Save %; SO = Shutouts; MP = Minutes Played; PIM = Penalty Minutes; G = Goals; A = Assists; BC = Blue Cards; YC = Yellow Cards

Empire Stats
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San Diego Stats
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MASL Leaders
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2023-24 Empire Strykers Schedule & Results
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